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For scholars and students interested in the social formation of cityscapes,
Taming the Disorderly City offers a well written examination of theoretical
and conceptual thinking in urban studies and spatial analysis. Murray
admirably integrates diverse macro theory on the social, political and
economic landscape of contemporary cities, predominantly in this case
cities in the South. The macro analytical focus, and at times rather generic
theory, on cities and space in the first two chapters may leave some readers
longing for examples of how this theory is applied to, and played out in, the
specificity of Johannesburg. But from early in the third chapter, and indeed
throughout the rest of the book, Murray offers ample case studies of
different Johannesburg contexts.

Using a Marxist framework Murray provides a detailed critique of real
estate capitalism as an agent of city building, more specifically its inability
to supply sufficient housing for low income earners and the urban poor. For
the most part his argument is persuasive as he illustrates how property
investment and development creates debilitating and inhuman conditions
which exploit vulnerable groups. Murray gives fascinating and horrifying
accounts of slum conditions and unpacks the structural mechanisms that
enable slum lords to prey on desperate people. Whilst this type of exploitative
rent drawing practice may not be news to scholars of urban South Africa,
what this study really brings to the fore is how entwined the process of slum-
making is with gentrification. Here the dark underbelly of real estate capital
is exposed as part of the package that comes with the type of business
investment and city building courted by the Johannesburg municipality. As
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real estate capital, supported by the municipality, simultaneously generates
decay and gentrification the urban poor are both neglected and criminalised.
Murray does well here to include how discourses of crime and grime and ‘bad
buildings’ work in tandem with structural obstacles to pin the blame for city
decay on the urban poor, rather than the destructive drive for profit. These
discourses are in turn used to justify forced removals of individuals perceived
as unwanted elements in the quest for a modern corporate ‘world-class’ city.

Extensive case studies illustrate how the struggle for housing, and by
proxy land, in post apartheid Johannesburg has lead to the exponential
growth of peri-urban informal settlements such as Orange farm, and illegal
land occupations as in Bredell in 2001. These unregulated and un-serviced
settlements provide shelter and strategic networks for large populations
where the municipality and private investment have failed to do so. Murray
also provides insight into the rather grim entrepreneurs or landlords who
control these settlements, usually through offering protection from municipal
removals. This desperate need for affordable housing creates a continuous
flux of people moving between the peri-urban shanty towns and the myriad
of high-rise blocks in the inner city. People caught in this current utilise
various income generating strategies within vulnerable and temporary
places of accommodation, always at risk of displacement and exploitation.
Murray’s examples demand critical reflection for post-apartheid city building
and policy making. They suggest that the ideology of segregation entrenched
during apartheid still informs responses to issues around housing and
poverty. He rightly points out that, to a large extent, state housing initiatives
are built on the metropolitan edge ‘thereby reinforcing existing spatial
patterns inherited from the apartheid town-planning initiatives and creating
new imbalances’ (2008: 101). Likewise the forced removals of squatters in
‘bad buildings’ and in informal settlement by the municipality, or more
accurately the private security company hired by the municipality, bear
striking resemblance to those carried out under apartheid.

Murray is at pains to stress that the city of Johannesburg is a fragmented
landscape. In some ways this is not surprising considering apartheid
actively engineered a fragmented society. Whilst Murray himself cautions
that these fragments do intersect and intertwine he does have a tendency
to focus on their disparities to the extent that they appear incommensurable,
enabling only interactions built on exploitation. It is important to note that
this is a part of the story of Johannesburg, as indeed it is in many other cities.
However, without paying attention to the nexus of interactions, some
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repressive some not, that occur between these ‘worlds’ the reader is left with
little understanding of how the seeds of change may be found in existing
grassroots interactions rather than in a new type of un-fragmented municipal
city vision.

In this sense whilst Murray acknowledges the lived messiness of cities,
his focus on large opposing discourses and practices leaves him with little
space to delve into this complexity. His use of dichotomists statements such
as ‘after apartheid the anxious rich and resentful poor live in distinct physical
environments and locations: one static, monumental, and safely cocooned
behind barricades, walls and barriers; the other metastasizing on the outer
edges and fringes of the city, sprawling haphazardly along major transportation
routes or crammed into any available crevices of abandoned buildings,
alleyways, or invisible sites of the inner city’ (2008: 47) serve to dramatise
and solidify the tensions between the rich and the poor. Later he talks about
how many urban poor are integrated into the physical spaces, although not
the social spheres, of the rich. A more detailed analysis of the diverse social
interactions these meeting places reproduce would add value to the book.
For example, what kinds of relationships develop when the rich and poor live
side by side, such as with live-in domestic workers in Sandton or emerging
middle class suburbs in Alex and Soweto? Deeper attention to these spaces
offers a subtle but important shift from analysing Sandton versus the shanty
town. Similarly the diversity rather than homogeneity of inner city living in
Johannesburg hints at social relations built on a multitude of identities and
networks rather than alignment to a single camp of the urban poor. Here
Murray’s insights may have been strengthened by more ethnographic data
of people’s experiences rather than newspaper articles reporting on selected
events.

Whilst a persuasive and critical analysis of exclusionary city building is
presented, the book also leaves the reader with a sense of hopelessness.
Murray suggests we are witnessing a form of social warfare (2008: 234). Here
he extends his tendency to create opposing camps: big business and city
officials on one side of the barricade; the urban poor on the other with only
their increasing numbers as weaponry. As in all wars there are those that find
ways in which to engage in togetherness despite the odds. Where people
refuse to engage in battle interesting partnerships arise; some examples that
counter the norm of tension and competition would offer important learning
for more inclusive planning practices.1 Whilst Murray acknowledges the
monumental delivery task faced by the municipality and offers some detail
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on the complexities and difficulties faced by officials who have inherited an
unequal cityscape from the previous dispensation,2 he spends far more time
convincing the reader how city planners have disregarded the constitutional
rights of many urban residents. Certainly many of his points are valid and
the structural obstacles to delivery do not excuse the violent city building
he outlines. Yet Murray offers no alternative methods and practices for
those involved in this precarious process. Even a few examples, local or
international, of how a municipality could more successfully and inclusively
address low-income housing would be welcome. Murray’s analysis of the
spatial landscape of Johannesburg would have been enriched by tackling
what Appadurai and Breckenridge (2008:352) call the ‘challenges of writing
about the politics of hope in Africa without losing sight of its severe
sufferings’. Regardless of this, Taming the Disorderly City still holds much
value as a study on city building in post-apartheid South Africa, and is
written with a skilled poetic flare that makes for an engaging and informative
read.

Notes
1. The author hints at some examples of this, such as middle age women gaining

financial assists through a private organisation to purchase property (2008:
198).

2. Although he pays no attention to how post-apartheid national state policy and
nation building discourses feed into municipal implementation.
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